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ABSTRACT
To build a secure wireless networking system, it is essential that

the cryptographic key is known only to the two (or more) commu-
nicating parties. Existing key extraction schemes put the devices
into the physical proximity, and utilize the common inherent ran-
domness between the devices to agree on a secret key, but they
often rely on custom devices and have low bit rate. In this paper,
we seek a key extraction approach that only leverages o�-the-shelf
mobile devices, while achieving signi�cantly higher key generation
e�ciency. The core idea of our approach is to exploit fast varying
inaudible acoustic channel for generating enough randomness and
wireless parallel communication for exchanging reconciliation in-
formation to improve the key generation rate. We have carefully
studied and validated the feasibility of our approach through both
theoretical analysis and a variety of measurements. We implement
our approach on di�erent mobile devices and conduct extensive
experiments in di�erent real scenarios. The experiment results
show that our approach achieves high e�ciency and satisfactory
robustness. Compared with the state of art methods, our approach
improves the key generation rate by 38.46% and reduces the bit
mismatch ratio by 42.34%.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Security and privacy → Mobile and wireless security; •

Networks →Mobile and wireless security; Security protocols.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, with the emerging of various mobile devices, commu-

nication security becomes increasingly important and challenging.
Di�erent from wired network, wireless network is often built in a
mobile and dynamic environment, where there are no preexisting
infrastructures that support centralized cryptographic key genera-
tion and distribution. This poses a big challenge when it comes to
generating and sharing cryptographic key among mobile devices
in a secure manner.

Public key system and secret key exchange algorithms, such as
Di�e-Hellman (DH) protocol, RSA algorithm, etc., can generate
cryptographic key between two entities. Some works also rely on
public key system to generate and exchange cryptographic key
[27, 33]. However, all of them require the two entities to have some
common priori knowledge about the modulus and base [6], and
this is hard to achieve especially when two entities meet each other
for the� rst time.

Currently, the most common approach for extracting the crypto-
graphic key is by using the common inherent randomness between
the entities. These e�orts can be classi�ed into two categories. The
�rst category of approaches exploits the reciprocity of wireless
channel and extracts the channel randomness to generate secret
key. For example, radio-telepathy extracts secret key from unau-
thenticated wireless channel [17]. Wang et al. exploited channel
phase randomness to generate secret key [30]. The second category
of approaches utilizes the randomness of environment sensing to
extract secret key. Their main idea is to put the devices into physical
proximity to get similar environment sensing data to generate com-
mon secret key. For example, Bichler et al. exploited acceleration
data of shaking process to generate secret key [3]. MAGIK utilizes
the dynamic geomagnetic� eld sensing data to extract secret key
[23]. However, existing key extraction approaches often rely on
custom devices and have low key generation rate. For example,
the average key generation rate of radio-telepathy is only 1 bit per
second [17]. An enhanced approach has been proposed in [21] with
key generation rate 10 ⇠ 20 bits per second. It needs several minutes
to generate a 512-bit key. Although some approaches can achieve
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higher key generation e�ciency, they often require custom devices,
i.e., Intel 5300 Network Interface Card (NIC) [8], or Atheros AR
9380 NIC, and a laptop that is compatible with above NICs [31, 32].
Therefore, there is a lack of appropriate key extraction methods
that have high key generation e�ciency and can be implemented
on o�-the-shelf mobile devices.

In this paper, we seek a key generation approach that only needs
o�-the-shelf mobile devices, while achieving signi�cantly higher
key generation e�ciency. The core idea of our approach is to lever-
age the randomness of acoustic channel to extract secret key. Our
study is motivated by the following observations from� eld tests.
First, o�-the-shelf mobile devices are equipped with microphone
and speaker, which can be used to transmit and receive acoustic
signal. Second, users can shake their mobile devices to vary the
acoustic channels to extract more randomness, thus improving
the key generation rate. Third, the key generation rate can be fur-
ther improved by enabling parallel communication, i.e., users can
communicate in wireless channel to reconciliate common secret
key, while communicating in acoustic channel for extracting ran-
domness. Besides, we choose inaudible frequency bands for not
disturbing others.

However, it is highly non-trivial to realize this idea. In particular,
we are facing three challenges: the� rst challenge is to identify an
e�ective way to grab similar acoustic channel randomness between
mobile users; the second one is to quantize the acoustic randomness
into bit stream; the last one is to reconciliate a common secret key
from two similar bit streams in a secure manner.

To address these challenges, we propose a Fast and Robust key
Extraction mEchanism, named FREE. We� rst study the feasibility
of utilizing acoustic channel randomness for key extraction from
the perspectives of theory and experiment. Fortunately, the acoustic
channel is proved to have the signi�cant properties of temporal
variation, channel reciprocity, and spatial decorrelation, and thus it
is a great medium to establish secret key. Then, we use the trans-
mitted inaudible acoustic signal to estimate the common channels,
and grab the channel randomness. To quantize the acoustic chan-
nel randomness, we use adaptive secret bit generation method to
quantize a channel tap into a signal bit or multiple bits. To generate
identical bit stream, we design a protocol for the two entities to
reconciliate the mismatched bits.

To evaluate the performance of FREE, we build a FREE proto-
type on di�erent pairs of mobile devices, and conduct extensive
experiments in di�erent scenarios. The experiment results validate
the e�ectiveness and e�ciency of FREE.

We now summarize the main contributions of this paper.

• We consider using the randomness of inaudible acoustic
channel for key extraction, and demonstrate that it is a great
medium to establish secret key. Our approach utilizes the
validated properties of acoustic channel to defend against
eavesdropping, approaching, and repeating imitation attacks.
• We successfully implement the acoustic channel based key
extraction approach on the commodity mobile devices. We
use parallel communication to improve the key generation
rate, which is signi�cantly higher than existing solutions [10,
14, 17, 23, 31, 32], e.g., the state of art approach can generate

PIAC and PWC

Secure wireless channelAlice Bob

Eve

Figure 1: Systemmodel. Alice andBob estimate the public in-
audible acoustic channel (PIAC) to get the randomness, they
exchange reconciliation information through public wire-
less channel (PWC), and extract identical cryptographic key
from the randomness to establish a secure wireless channel.
A passive adversary Eve, can eavesdrop all acoustic andwire-
less signals transmitted through PIAC and PWC, but cannot
extract the same cryptographic key.

180 ⇠ 260 bits/sec at most [23, 32], while our approach can
generate 320 ⇠ 360 bits/sec average.

The rest of this paper is organized as follow. Section 2 presents
the system model and attack model. Section 3 studies the feasibility
of using acoustic channel randomness for key extraction. Section 4
details the design of FREE. Section 5 analyzes the security of FREE.
Section 6 evaluates the performance of FREE in real-word experi-
ments. Section 7 reviews the related work. Section 8 concludes this
paper.

2 SYSTEM OVERVIEW
In this section, we present the overview of our system model

and attack model.

2.1 System model
We illustrate our system model in Figure 1. There are two legit-

imate mobile users, Alice and Bob, which are located in physical
proximity. To prevent the passive adversary Eve from eavesdrop-
ping their communication, they need a common secret key to es-
tablish a secure and authenticate channel between each other.

Alice and Bob are equippedwith o�-the-shelf mobile device, such
as a consumer-grade mobile phone. They extract the randomness
from the public inaudible acoustic channel (PIAC) between them,
and use public wireless channel (PWC) to exchange some message
to reconciliate a common secret key from the randomness, as shown
in Figure 1.

Our goal is to utilize the randomness of inaudible acoustic chan-
nel to extract secret key, while achieving higher key generation
rate and lower bit mismatch ratio.

2.2 Attack model
Next, we introduce possible attacks from a passive adversary Eve.

Eve can overhear all signals transmitted through public inaudible
acoustic channel and public wireless channel. Eve also can estimate
his own acoustic channel and extract the channel randomness. He
knows the key extraction algorithm with the parameters setting.
We assume that Eve is not too close to either Alice or Bob, i.e., they
are separated by at least 5 cm. We also assume that Eve’s goal is to
intercept the cryptographic key instead of jamming their commu-
nications. If Eve jams the communication between Alice and Bob
(e.g., transmitting high-power acoustic signals), it is blocking the
key extraction between Alice and Bob. When the acoustic channel
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(a) Temporal variation.
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(b) Channel reciprocity.
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(c) Spatial decorrelation.

Figure 2: The properties of acoustic channel: temporal variation, channel reciprocity, and spatial decorrelation.

communication is blocked, neither Alice nor Bob can extract the
secret key. Thus, the attacker cannot get the key either.

In particular, we mainly consider the following three kinds of
attacks.

• Eavesdropping attack: Eve can eavesdrop all signals trans-
mitted through public inaudible acoustic channel and public
wireless channel between Alice and Bob, and he knows ev-
erything about the key extraction algorithm. Thus, he can
analyze the captured acoustic and wireless signals to guess
the secret key.
• Approaching attack: To get similar channel estimates, Eve
can approach to legitimate users to receive similar acoustic
signals from other side. Eve intents to exploit the similarities
to generate the same cryptographic key as Alice or Bob.
• Repeating imitation attack: After Alice and Bob� nished
key extraction and left the site, Eve� nds a partner Dave to
imitate the key extraction process conducted by Alice and
Bob, i.e., they estimate the inaudible acoustic channel to get
randomness, and then try to extract the same secret key as
Alice or Bob.

3 FEASIBILITY STUDIES
In this section, we study the feasibility of using acoustic channel

information to generate secret key. We� rst validate three impor-
tant properties of acoustic channel, including temporal variation,
channel reciprocity, and spatial decorrelation. These three prop-
erties together serve as the basis of our approach. (The frequency
band of tested acoustic signals ranges from 0 Hz to 22k Hz. 22k Hz
is maximum audio frequency which can be played by ordinary mo-
bile devices. We have tested the channel estimates using di�erent
devices in four kinds of scenarios. The details of channel estimation
and the experiment settings can be found in Section 4.2 and Section
6.1, respectively.)

Temporal variation: We� rst observe that due to multipath
propagation, acoustic signals could reach the receiving antenna by
two or more paths. Causes of multipath propagation include various
obstacles, static or mobile, act as re�ectors to the signals, change the
re�ection, refraction, and scattering of the channel paths. Besides,
the movements of transmitter and receiver, e.g., the shaking of the
mobile device equipped with microphone and speaker, also change
the original channel paths.

We can formulate the signal propagation as below:

� (t ) =
MX

i=1
aix (t � �i ) =

MX

i=1
aie
�j2� fc�i s (t � �i ) = h(t ) ⇤ x (t ). (1)

In the above formula, we assume that the received acoustic signal
� (t ) is received fromM paths respectively. The signal transmitted
along path i has amplitude ai and delay �i , which are determined
by re�ectors and the signal travel distance. x (t ) and s (t ) are the
transmitted passband and baseband signals at time t , respectively,
fc is the center frequency of passband, and h(t ) is the channel
impulse response (CIR). h(t ) =

PM
i=1 aie

�j2� fc�i � (t � �i ), where
� (t ) is Dirac’s delta function [20].

We aim to use the received signals to estimate the time-varying
acoustic channel to grab enough randomness. The channel estima-
tion from the received baseband symbol is a discrete output of h(t )
sampled every Ts interval [29], which is

h[n] =
MX

i=1
aie
�j2� fc�i � (t � �i )sinc(n � �iW ), (2)

where sinc(t ) = sin(� t )
� t . Generally, CIR is regarded as a discrete-

time� lter in Linear Time-Invariant (LTI) system, and h[n] is called
the n-th channel tap. Same as time-varying acoustic channel, the
calculated channel estimate h(t ) is also time-varying.

In addition to the theoretical analysis, we also verify the tem-
poral variation of acoustic channel in experiments. We conducted
extensive experiments in corridors and our labs. We estimated the
acoustic channels between several di�erent pairs of mobiles and
averaged the� rst 10 channel taps of their estimates, as shown in
Figure 2 (a). It illustrates the variation of acoustic channel in a short
time. When a re�ector, such as a person, starts moving, the acous-
tic channel changes instantly and obviously. Thus, the temporal
variation of acoustic channel o�ers enough randomness for key
extraction.

Channel reciprocity: We next show that at the same carrier
frequency, the multipath and fading of Alice! Bob direction are
same as the Bob! Alice direction in the same link in a short pe-
riod. Channel reciprocity is a fundamental property of signal wave
propagation [24], and it is the basis of using acoustic channel ran-
domness to generate common secret key. More speci�cally, we use
symbol h to denote the channel parameter and assign it the chan-
nel impulse response h(t ). To get the channel parameter h, Alice
and Bob calculate the channel estimates hA and hB, respectively.
Theoretically, hA and hB are highly correlated.

We validate the channel reciprocity property in both indoor
and outdoor environments. Figure 2 (b) shows that the channel
estimates hA and hB have signi�cant correlations. Due to page
limit, we only plot the channel estimation outdoor but omit the
channel estimation indoor. The indoor experiment also shows the
same result.
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Spatial decorrelation: We further observe that when the adver-
sary Eve is more than half of wavelength away from legitimate users
Alice and Bob, their mutlipath and fading are uncorrelated. This
property guarantees the security of legitimate users’ key extrac-
tion. It has been shown that both large-scale fading and small-scale
fading contribute to channel variation [7]. The small-scale fading is
dominant in our experiment, due to the short travel distance of the
receiver and short time duration. In small-scale fading, the signals
decorrelate over distance of approximately one half-wavelength
[7].

We also validate the spatial decorrelation property of acoustic
channel indoor and outdoor in our experiments. Figure 2 (c) shows
the correlation between Eve’s and legitimate user’s estimates when
the distance varies from 0 to 3 wavelengths. The carrier frequency
is 20k Hz, and the wavelength � is 1.7 cm. We use Pearson correla-
tion coe�cient to measure the correlation between their channel
estimation. We observe that both indoor and outdoor correlation
coe�cients are lower than 0.2 when the distance is greater than one
wavelength. Therefore, Eve cannot receive similar acoustic signal
when he is located 5 cm away from legitimate users.

4 DESIGN OF FREE
In this section, we present the architecture and design details of

FREE.

4.1 Design rationale
We illustrate the architecture of FREE in Figure 3. The architec-

ture is mainly divided into four stages: acoustic channel estimation,
quantization, reconciliation, and privacy ampli�cation.

The above three properties make it possible to use acoustic chan-
nel randomness to extract secret key. Temporal variation of acous-
tic channel o�ers enough randomness for key extraction. Channel
reciprocity is the basis of Alice and Bob having similar channel ran-
domness. Spatial decorrelation makes users can resist against above
passive attacks. We next address the following two challenges: 1.
how to extract common channel randomness; 2. how to generate a
common secret key from the channel randomness.

To extract common channel randomness, Alice and Bob�rst
need to estimate the acoustic channels. There are many methods for
channel estimation. Given the implementation on mobile devices,
we choose Least-Square (LS) method [22], which only requires low
computation overhead. Alice and Bob transmit acoustic signals to
each other, and then use the received signals from each other to
estimate the acoustic channel and get the channel randomness.

To generate a common secret key from the channel randomness,
Alice and Bob� rst need to quantize the channel randomness into
bit stream. To improve the key generation rate, we choose adap-
tive secret bit generation method to quantize a channel tap into a
signal bit or multiple bits [10]. After quantization, Alice and Bob
get similar bit streams with some mismatched bits. To eliminate
the mismatched bits, we design a protocol for Alice and Bob to
reconciliate an identical bit stream.

In the above process, the interactions between Alice and Bobmay
leak some information about the secret bit stream. To eliminate such
leakage, Alice and Bob perform the privacy ampli�cation on their
own bit stream, respectively. Finally, both Alice and Bob acquire a

Alice Bob

Reconciliation information

Acoustic signal transmission

Privacy amplification

Index tables exchange

Privacy amplification

Channel Estimation Channel Estimation

Quantification Quantification

Reconciliation Reconciliation

Extracted  secret key K Extracted  secret key K

Figure 3: The architecture of FREE.

common secret key to establish a secure wireless channel between
them.

4.2 Design details
4.2.1 Acoustic channel estimation. We propose an inaudible acous-
tic signal transmission scheme to estimate the acoustic channel,
referring to [34]. Since most adults can only hear the sound on
the frequency band lower than 18k Hz and we do not want to
disturb others, we choose to use frequency band from 18k Hz to
22k Hz, with the bandwidth of 4k Hz, which can be captured by
microphones embedded on general smartphones and tablets.

Next, we use single-carrier to estimate the acoustic channel
in time domain. To enhance the accuracy of channel estimation,
we choose not to use multi-carriers, e.g., multi-carriers technique
surrenders the channel estimate result in frequency domain.

Then we present the transmitter design and receiver design.
Transmitter design: To estimate the acoustic channel, trans-

mitter transmits a known training sequence, which is indicated as
P =

�
p1,p2, ...,pL

 
, where L is the sequence length. The training

sequence can be any random bit stream. We adopt the channel esti-
mation method in [22] to choose a 26-bit Global System for Mobile
Communication (GSM) training sequence, which is well known to
outperform on synchronization and widely used in channel estima-
tion. Then the training sequence P is modulated to the symbols of
Gaussian Filtered Minimum Shift Keying (GMSK), which maps bits
0 and 1 to baseband symbols -1 and 1, respectively.

Figure 4 (a) depicts the system diagram of transmitter in the
inaudible signal transmission. We� rst upsample the baseband sym-
bol at a rate of fs

B , where fs and B represent sampling rate and
bandwidth, respectively. The purpose of upsampling is to smooth
discontinuity, by zero padding and low-pass� ltering [20]. Let fc
represent the center frequency of passband. We transform the sig-
nal frequency into the baseband signal: x (t ) =

p
2cos(2� fc t )p (t ),

where p (t ) and x (t ) represent upsampled baseband and passband
signals, respectively.

To remove the noise outside transmission band, we� lter the
signal x (t ) with passband from fc � B

2 to fc +
B
2 Hz. Then, the

processed signal is transmitted by the speaker. Since the training
sequence is� xed, the generated signal is also� xed. To reduce the
computation overhead, we save the generated signal as a Waveform
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(b) Receiver design

Figure 4: Design of transmitter and receiver.

Audio (WAV)� le with a format of 16-bit Pulse Coded Modulation
(PCM), which can be played by most of mobile devices.

To avoid inter-frame interference, transmitter cannot continu-
ously transmit training sequence with no gap. We insert zeros at
the end of training sequence, as shown in Figure 5. We consider a
training sequence as a frame. The gap between training sequences
must be long enough to prevent a frame interfering the previous
frame. It has been shown that 24 zeros are long enough to avoid
inter-frame interference in our experiments. Finally, we refer to
the training sequence with zeros as a new frame, consisting of 50
bits. Since the baseband symbol interval is Ts = 1

B = 0.25 ms, each
frame lasts 12.5 ms.

Receiver design: Figure 4 (b) demonstrates the processing of
received signal in receiver’s side. The received signal �[n] from
microphone is converted into baseband symbol q[n] as follows:

q[n] =
p
2cos(2� fc t )� (t ) � j

p
2sin(2� fc t )� (t )

=
p
2e�j2� fc t� (t ),

(3)

where t is the time, and k-th baseband symbol is sampled, that is,
t = k ⇥Ts , whereTs is the corresponding baseband symbol interval.
We multiply � (t ) with

p
2cos (2� fc t ) and �sin(2� fc t ), and get the

real and imaginary parts of received signal, respectively. Then both
of real and imaginary parts are processed by low-pass� ltering and
down-sampling.

To detect the arrival of a frame, the receiver uses energy detection
and cross-correlation for received signal after baseband symbol
conversion. We use energy detection to roughly determine the
starting point of a frame: we set a threshold � to measure whether
the magnitude of three consecutive symbols is the starting point of
a frame. The threshold � is set as 0.005 in our study, and the setting
relies on the microphone and the volume of the speaker. Then, we
use cross-correlation method to� nd precise starting point of the
frame.

Since mobile devices are often resource constrained, we choose
Least-Square (LS) method [22], which only requires low computa-
tion overhead. In LS channel estimation, we� rst need to determine
a reference length X and a guard length Y , and X + Y is the length
L of training sequence. The guard length Y determines the number
of channel taps that we can estimate. To balance the number of
channel taps and the estimation quality, we choose X = 16 and
Y = 10 in our study. Readers can� nd more details in [22].

26-bit training sequence 24 inserted zeros

A new frame 26-bit training sequence

Figure 5: Training sequence with inserted zeros.

As mentioned above, the training sequence is denoted as P =�
p1,p2, ...,pi , ...,pL

 
, pi 2 {�1,+1}. Then the corresponding circu-

lant matrixM 2 RX⇥Y is formed as:

M =

26666666664

mY mY�1 · · · m1 m0
mY+1 mY · · · m2 m1
...

...
. . .

...
...

mY+X�1 mY+X�2 · · · mX mX�1

37777777775
. (4)

Let � =
�
�1,�2, ...,�i , ...,�X+Y

 
represent the received training

sequence. Then we get the acoustic channel estimate as follows:

ĥ = (MHM)�1MH�Y , (5)

where MH and M�1 indicate the Hermitian and inverse matrices
of M, respectively. �Y =

�
�Y+1,�Y+2, ...,�Y+X

 
, which o�ers the

randomness source for key generation.
From Equation (5), we can see that the most computationally

expensive part is the computation of (MHM)�1Mwhich is a matrix-
to-vectormultiplication, and its computation complexity isO (X⇥Y ).
Given that both ofX andY are constants, the computation overhead
is very low for mobile devices.

To generate enough randomness for key extraction, Alice and
Bob need to continuously transmit modulated acoustic signal to
each other. After i-th acoustic communication accomplished, both
Alice and Bob get channel estimates, which are denoted by Ĥ i A
and Ĥ i B , respectively.

4.2.2�antization. Once Alice and Bob get the acoustic channel
estimates, they need to quantize these channel estimates to bit
streams. To improve secret key generation rate, we use Adaptive
Secret Bit Generation (ASBG) method to quantize a channel tap
into a signal bit or multiple bits [10].

To illustrate the single bit quantization method formally, we
suppose that Alice and Bob get a channel tap sequence, denoted by
ĤA =

(
ĥA[1], ĥA[2], ..., ĥA[l]

)
and ĤB =

(
ĥB [1], ĥB [2], ..., ĥB [l]

)
,

respectively, where l is the length of channel estimates. The process
of single bit quantization method is illustrated as follows:
• Alice divides ĤA =

(
ĥA[1], ĥA[2], ..., ĥA[l]

)
into small blocks of

sizeblock_size , which is an adjustable parameter. Bob also performs
the same operations.
• For each block, they calculate two adaptive thresholds q+ and q�,
q+ =mean + � ⇤ � and q� =mean � � ⇤ � , where � > 0,mean is
the mean of the magnitude of the estimates in a block, and � is the
standard deviation.
• Alice compares their channel estimates to the two thresholds,
q+ and q�. If channel estimate ĥA[i] > q+, then ĥA[i] is recorded
as 1; if ĥA[i] < q�, then ĥA[i] is recorded as 0; when ĥA[i] lies
in between q+ and q�, then ĥA[i] is discarded, and the index i is
recorded in an index table TA. Bob performs the same operations
on ĤB , and generates index table TB .
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•After the above operations accomplished, Alice and Bob exchange
their index table, TA and TB . They only keep the channel estimates
that are not discarded by either of them. Finally, they obtain the bit
stream SA and SB , respectively.

In single bit quantization, the adaptive thresholds are calculated
for each block separately. We also� nd the optimal block_size to
divide channel estimates.

We can also quantize channel estimates to multiple bits. The
process of multiple bits quantization is as follow:
• Alice� nds the minimum and maximum of ĤA to calculate the
Ran�eA, Ran�eA = max(ĤA ) �min(ĤA ). Bob�nds Ran�eB .
•DetermineN , which is the number of bits for quantizing a channel
estimateN , must satisfyN <

⌅
lo�2Ran�eA

⇧
andN <

⌅
lo�2ran�eB

⇧
.

• Divide Ran�e into M = 2N intervals, and choose N bits assign-
ment for each ofM intervals. To reduce the mismatch ratio, we use
Gray code to encode them.
• For each channel estimate, Alice and Bob extract N bits, according
to their location inM intervals. Finally, they obtain the bit stream
SA and SB , respectively.

4.2.3 Reconciliation. Alice and Bob aim to generate identical bit
stream to extract the same secret key K . Due to the mismatched
bits in SA and SB , they need to reconciliate these mismatched bits.

Then, we consider using extended Binary Gray Code G24 to
reconciliate SA and SB .G24 can encode 12 bits to 24 bits, correcting
any 3 error bits and monitoring 7 error bits [5]. Due to the high
correlations between SA and SB , SA and SB can be treated as two
codewords, which are both distorted from a common bit sequence,
according to the encoding theory.

Next, we illustrate the process of reconciliation. At� rst, both
Alice and Bob encode their bit stream to Gray Code sequence. For
example, Alice gets Gray Code sequenceWA = E (SA ) = [SA, FA],
where E (·) is an encoding function, and FA is parity check sequence.
Then, Alice sends the di�erence Z between SA and FA to Bob.
Bob calculates the codeword W̄B = [SB , SB � Z ] and decodes it
to S̄A = D (W̄ ). Next, Bob calculates the number of mismatched
bits between S̄A and S̄B . If it is greater than 3, Bob will discard the
sequence SB and notify Alice to discard sequence SA. Otherwise,
Bob will replace SB with S̄A, and generate a common sequence
K = SA = S̄A with Alice.

4.2.4 Privacy amplification. In the above reconciliation stage, Alice
sends some information such as Z to Bob through public wireless
channel. Thus, Eve can deduce some privacy information about
secret sequence. Privacy ampli�cation can mitigate this problem by
reducing the length of secret sequence K . We can adopt some meth-
ods based on le f to�erhashlemma [10, 21], which is a universal hash
function. Obviously, privacy ampli�cation generates shorter bits
with higher entropy. After going through the privacy ampli�cation,
Alice and Bob acquire the� nal secret key.

5 SECURITY ANALYSIS
In this section, we analyze the security performance of FREE.

5.1 Against eavesdropping attack
In eavesdropping attack, Eve can overhear all communication

transmitted through public acoustic channel and wireless channel.
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Figure 6: The channel estimates and their correlation coe�-
cients of Alice-Bob and Eve-Dave at the same location.
Then we analyze what information can be listened by Eve. In chan-
nel estimation stage, Eve can listen and receive all of the acoustic
signal transmitted by Alice and Bob. Since Eve receives the acoustic
signal through di�erent acoustic channel, Eve cannot estimate the
same channel parameters as Alice or Bob. In quantization stage, he
can know the exchanged index tables, which records the positions
of removed bits. Since Eve does not know the bit stream SA and SB ,
he cannot know the content of removed parts either. In information
reconciliation stage, Eve can listen the di�erence Z between SA and
SB , and the discarding notice. But privacy ampli�cation eliminates
this leakage risk by removing the parts. Thus, Eve cannot deduce
the secret key.

5.2 Against approaching attack
In approaching attack, Eve approaches to Alice or Bob to receive

the acoustic signals transmitted from another side. Eve wants to use
his proximity to Alice or Bob to estimate similar acoustic channel
parameters. But the spatial decorrelation of acoustic channel pre-
sented in Section 3, illustrates that the correlation is lower than 0.2
when the distance is greater than one wavelength �. For example,
the center frequency is 20k Hz and the sound speed is 340 m/s,
and the wavelength � = 340m

20k = 1.7 cm. In real life scenarios, we
cannot allow others to put their mobile devices so close to our own
mobiles. As a result, Eve cannot guess the similar secret key by
approaching legitimate users.

5.3 Against repeating imitation attack
Under repeating imitation attack, after legitimate users left the

site, Eve� nds a partner Dave to imitate the communication between
Alice and Bob. Their goal is to estimate similar acoustic channel
to generate same secret key. But the acoustic channel varies all
the time due to the moving of mobile devices and the dynamic
environment, as presented in Section 3. Therefore, Eve and Dave
cannot capture the same acoustic channel randomness even in the
same place.

This has been validated by our experiments. We studied the
channel estimates of Eve and his partner, and compared them to
the channel estimates between Alice and Bob, then computed the
channel estimate correlation coe�cients, please refer to Figure
6. We recorded the channel estimates of Alice-Bob in 10 seconds
indoor. After both Alice and Bob left from the original positions, we
recorded the channel estimates of Eve-Dave in the next 10 seconds.
We aligned them in Figure 6 (a) for a better comparison. We can
observe that channel estimates are di�erent in di�erent periods.
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The outdoor experiments show the same results. We also computed
the channel estimate correlation coe�cients of Alice-Bob and Eve-
Dave, as shown in Figure 6 (b). We can see that the correlation
coe�cients range from -0.1 to 0.1, showing the irrelevance between
the channel estimates of Alice-Bob and Eve-Dave. Thus, Eve cannot
get similar channel estimates as legitimate users.

6 EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the performance of FREE.

6.1 Methodology
We have conducted extensive experiments with four partici-

pants, named Alice, Bob, Eve, and Dave (Eve’s partner). Each of
them holds a mobile device (e.g., Nexus 7, MEIZU MX 6, Xiaomi 3),
equipped with microphone and speaker. The illegitimate users, Eve
and Dave, both are located more than 5 cm away from Alice and
Bob, respectively.

6.1.1 Implementation and se�ings. We implement Android-based
prototype of FREE on the mobile devices. We use Bluetooth to o�er
the public wireless channel between mobile devices. We call the
Android API, AudioRecord(*) and AudioTrack(*), to transmit and
receive acoustic signal, and the sampling rate is 44.1k Hz. We set up
Alice’s device stands facing Bob’s device. At the beginning, Alice,
as an initiator, sends Bob a synchronization signal. After receiving
Bob’s acknowledgement (ACK), Alice starts to transmit acoustic
signal with band from 18k to 22k Hz, in every 16 ms. After receiving
Alice’s acoustic signal, Bob starts to transmit his own acoustic signal
with the same band, in every 16ms. At the same time, they shake the
mobile devices together to generate more randomness. Then, Alice
and Bob start to compute the channel estimates and quantize them
into secret bit stream. They exchange their index table to� nish the
quantization by Bluetooth. Next, they exchange the reconciliation
information to generate the same secret bit stream and perform the
privacy ampli�cation to extract a common secret key.

We conduct experiments in di�erent scenarios, i.e., indoor, out-
door, mobile, and static, please refer to Table 1. Mobile means that
users move around, the movement speed ranges from 0.5m/s to
1.5m/s; static means that the users keep still when extracting secret
key.

6.1.2 Metrics. To evaluate the performance, we consider the fol-
lowing three metrics.
Bit Generation Rate (BGR): BGR is de�ned as the number of
generated secret bits in a second. The more secret bits generated,
the higher the e�ciency of key extraction.
Bit Mismatch Ratio (BMR): BMR is de�ned as a ratio (the num-
ber of mismatch bits over the number of all generated bits in a
second). The lower bit mismatch ratio, the higher the robustness of
key extraction.
Randomness and Entropy (RE): RE is used to evaluate the qual-
ity of generated key. We use an extensively used randomness tool
NIST test to measure the randomness of generated key. Besides, we
compute the entropy of generated secret key. The higher entropy,
the better quality of generated secret key.
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Figure 7: Bit generation rate in di�erent distance.
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Figure 8: Bit mismatch ratio in di�erent distance.
Table 1: Experiments scenarios.

Index State Environment
A Static Indoor
B Static Outdoor
C Mobile Indoor
D Mobile Outdoor

Table 2: NIST statistical test results.

Test A B C D
Monobit Frequency 0.662 0.745 0.911 0.773
Longest Run of 1s 0.714 0.654 0.843 0.892
FFT 0.509 0.782 0.838 0.737
Approximate Entropy 0.801 0.783 0.903 0.887
Cumulative Sums (Fwd) 0.570 0.642 0.915 0.793
Cumulative Sums (Rev) 0.773 0.752 0.902 0.917
Block Frequency 0.717 0.736 0.825 0.914
Runs 0.753 0.796 0.821 0.833
Serial 0.505 0.674 0.818 0.839

0.602 0.718 0.772 0.790

6.2 Randomness of extracted key
We� rst conduct experiments to validate the randomness of

the key extracted by FREE. For experiment setting, the distance
between Alice and Bob is 50 ⇠ 100 cm, and we use a single bit
quantization method and gray coding. We utilize NIST test to mea-
sure the generated 300 sequences, and compute their p-values for 8
types of tests, listed in Table 2. The sequence is marked as random
if all p-values are greater than 0.05. We can see that the generated
secret keys pass all types of tests. Thus, the extracted keys have
good quality in randomness.
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(a) The bit mismatch ratio in di�erent noise inten-
sities.
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(b) The bit mismatch ratio when Alice and Bob
receive di�erent basic noises.
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(c) The bit mismatch ratio when the basic noise
source in di�erent distances.

Figure 9: The bit mismatch ratio in di�erent basic noise conditions.
6.3 The in�uence of distance

To study how the distance in�uences the performance of FREE,
we conduct the experiments with di�erent distances. Figure 7 il-
lustrates the secret bit generation rates of legitimate users under
di�erent distances and four kinds of scenarios. We� nd that the
key generation rate is lower than 100 bits/sec when the distance is
greater than 90 cm. The reason is that the correlation of Alice’s and
Bob’s channel estimates decrease with distance growing. In real
scenarios, the signals transmitted by Alice and Bob are not trans-
mitted exactly along the same paths, due to the distance between
the microphone and speaker embedded on the mobiles. To reduce
the system error, uses let their microphones and speakers face to
face, respectively. But the system error still increases with distance
growing. We also� nd that the key generation rate is lower than
200 bits/sec when the distance is lower than 40 cm. The reason is
that there is not enough randomness for key extraction when Alice
and Bob are located too close. We� nd that the bit generation rate is
greater than 260 bits/sec, when the distance is between 50 cm and
70 cm. The reason is that Alice and Bob can capture more channel
randomness and the system error is small in this distance range.
To generate a 512-bit cryptographic key, FREE only needs a couple
of seconds. We also� nd that the key generation rate in outdoor
environment is higher than that in indoor environment. The bit
generation rate at mobile state is higher than that at static state.
The reason is that the outdoor environment and mobile state o�er
more channel diversity and su�cient randomness.

Figure 8 illustrates the bit mismatch ratios of legitimate users
in di�erent distance and the same four kinds of scenarios. We�nd
that the bit mismatch ratio increases obviously when the distance
is greater than 60 cm. The main reason is also that the correlation
between Alice’s and Bob’s channel estimate decreases with distance
growing, due to the system error growing. The mismatch ratio is
around 0.5 when the distance is greater than 120 cm. Thus, FREE
cannot work well in this distance range. 120 cm can be set as the
authenticate distance, and a longer distance (e.g., 2 m) can be set
as the safe distance, referring to [32]. Thus, a device has maximum
bit mismatch ratio 0.5 when it is out of the safe distance. The bit
mismatch ratio under the scenario of outdoor and mobile increases
earlier than that of other scenarios due to more complicated and
changing acoustic channel.

6.4 The in�uence of basic noises
We also evaluate the performance of FREE in the environment

with basic noises. To study the in�uence of basic noises, another
mobile device is located 5 m away from both Alice and Bob, sending
noises with band from 18k to 22k Hz to interfere the key extraction
of Alice and Bob. Figure 9 (a) illustrates the bit mismatch ratio of

Alice and Bob in di�erent noise intensities and scenarios. The X
axis denotes the intensity ratio of the basic noises and the acoustic
signal transmitted between Alice and Bob. We can see that the bit
mismatch ratio increases with the intensity ratio growing. The bit
mismatch ratio is under 0.2 when the intensity ratio is smaller than
0.5. But the mismatch ratio approaches the maximum value of 0.5
when the intensity ratio is larger than 1. Therefore, we can turn
the intensity of transmitted acoustic signal up as high as possible
to reduce the bit mismatch ratio of FREE in the environment with
obvious basic noises.

Figure 9 (b) illustrates the bit mismatch ratio of key extraction
when Alice and Bob receive di�erent basic noises due to their
location di�erence. To realize di�erent basic noises, another mobile
device (the basic noise source) is located 100 cm away from Alice,
and 50 cm away from Bob. As shown in Figure 9 (b), the X axis
denotes the intensity ratio of the basic noises transmitted by the
basic noise source and the acoustic signal transmitted between
Alice and Bob. We can see the bit mismatch ratio approximates to
0.5 when the intensity ratio is larger than 0.6. The bit mismatch
ratio grows rapidly when the two devices in di�erent basic noises.
But we can also turn up the intensity of transmitted acoustic signal
to reduce the bit mismatch ratio.

Figure 9 (c) illustrates the bit mismatch ratio when the basic
noise source in di�erent distances to Alice and Bob. The basic noise
source transmits the acoustic signal with the same intensities of
Alice and Bob. As shown in Figure 9 (c), the X axis denotes the
basic noise source’s distance to Alice and Bob. We can see the bit
mismatch ratio decreases with the distance growing. When the
distance is larger than 15 m, the bit mismatch is smaller than 0.05.

6.5 The in�uence of quantization and encoding
methods

We also evaluate the performance of FREE in di�erent quantiza-
tion and encoding methods. In this experiment, the quantization
mainly includes 1-bit quantization method and 2-bit quantization
method; the encoding methods mainly include binary encoding
method and gray encoding method. The distance range is 50 ⇠ 70
cm.

Figure 10 shows the comparisons of key generation rate of FREE
in di�erent quantization, encoding methods, and scenarios. We can
see that the key generation rate of 2-bit quantization is higher than
that of 1-bit quantization. This is because 2-bit quantization can
generate more bits to extract more secret bits. The key generation
rate of gray encoding is higher than that of binary encoding. This
is because gray encoding can generate more similar bit to reduce
the mismatch ratio.
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Figure 10: Bit generation rate in dif-
ferent quantization and encodingmeth-
ods.
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Figure 11: Bit mismatch ratio in dif-
ferent quantization and encodingmeth-
ods.
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Figure 12: Comparison of bit generation
rate.
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Figure 13: Comparison of bit mismatch
ratio.
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Figure 14: Comparison of entropy.
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Figure 15: Comparison of information
reconciliation counts.

Figure 11 shows the comparisons of bit mismatch ratio of FREE
in di�erent quantization, encoding methods, and scenarios. We can
see that bit mismatch ratio of 2-bit quantization is higher than that
of 1-bit quantization. It is because that 2-bit quantization causes
more quantization errors. The bit mismatch ratio of gray encoding
is lower than that of binary encoding. It is also because that gray
encoding generates more similar bits and reduces the number of
inconsistent bits.

6.6 Comparisons of existing key extraction
approaches

We compare FREE with existing key generation approaches, i.e.,
Mathur et al. [17], ASBG [10], CGC [14], KEEP [31], TDS [32]. First,
we need to align the baseline of comparisons. In approach proposed
by Mathur et al., there are two parameters, � andm. We set � and
m as 0.35 and 2, respectively, to guarantee more secret bits. For
ASBG, CGC, and KEEP, We set � and fragment size as 0.35 and 50,
respectively, to ensure a lower bit mismatch ratio. For TDS, we set
block size � as 6 in static sate and as 4 in mobile state. The distance
between Alice and Bob is within 4 cm. For FREE, we set block_size
as 30. The distance between Alice and Bob is within 80 cm.

We report the bit generation rates of di�erent approaches in
Figure 12. We can see FREE has obvious higher bit generation rate
than other approaches.

We report the bit mismatch ratio of di�erent approaches in Figure
13. FREE has around 0.5% to 3.0% bit mismatch ratio, which is lower
than other approaches except for TDS.

We report the entropy in Figure 14. The entropy can represent the
randomness of extracted key from the perspective of uncertainty.

FREE, TDS, and KEEP have higher entropy, CGC has the lowest
entropy.

We report the information reconciliation counts in Figure 15.
FREE needs exchange reconciliation information for 22⇠28 times
in a second. This is because FREE needs one time reconciliation for
every 12 bits in bit sequence.

In our experiments, we count the mean values of FREE’s key
generation rate and bit mismatch ratio in di�erent scenarios. The
statistical results show that, compared with the state of art methods,
FREE improves the key generation rate by 38.46% and reduces the
bit mismatch ratio by 42.34%.

In summary, FREE has signi�cant bit generation rate and great
performance on the entropy, bit mismatch ratio and information
reconciliation counts.

7 RELATEDWORK
Secret key extraction has been studied for many years. In wire-

less network, the security of data transmission is guaranteed by
the security protocols of upper layers. Physical layer security also
needs to be guaranteed by encryption schemes. To achieve infor-
mation theoretic-security at physical layer, many existing works
exploit the unpredictable and random characteristics to establish
cryptographic key [4, 16, 35]. Ahlswede et al. and Maurer, et al.
discussed the key generation theoretically in [1] and [18]. Hershey
et al.� rstly proposed the idea of using channel measurements to
extract secret key [9]. Then, plenty of works exploit wireless chan-
nel measurements to extract secret key. The channel measurements
includes arrival of angle [2], phase[25], and received signal strength
(RSS) [10, 17]. Then, channel state information (CSI) has been ex-
tensively exploited for key extraction with higher key generation
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rate. But CSI-based key extraction schemes need the assist from
special devices [12, 14, 15, 31, 32].

Some works use the environment sensing to extract secret key.
Bichler et al. and Mayrhofer et al. exploited acceleration data of
shaking process for key generation and secure device pairing [3, 19].
MAGIK uses the dynamic geomagnetic� eld sensing to extract secret
key [23]. But they cannot resist against the imitation attack.

In addition, some works use audio signals to authenticate legit-
imate users [11, 13, 26–28, 33]. Schürmann, et al used the similar
ambient audio pattern to authenticate legitimate users and secure
communication [26], but their method underperform the key gener-
ation e�ciency and cannot resist against imitation attack. Spartacus
uses audio to establish spontaneous interactions between mobile
devices, but cannot secure their transmission privacy [28]. Sound-
Proof uses ambient audio to validate the proximity to authenticate
users, but cannot generate secret key [11]. GeneWave uses acous-
tic signal for authentication and key agreement [33]. However,
it relies on public key system to exchange the secret key. Some
works use ambient audio to secure pairing [27], but they must use
Di�e-Hellman protocol to generate secret key.

8 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have studied how to achieve high key genera-

tion e�ciency with commodity mobile devices. We have proposed
FREE, which is a fast and robust key extraction mechanism that
uses the randomness of inaudible acoustic channel to establish
a secure wireless channel between two mobile devices. We have
carefully studied and validated the feasibility of utilizing acoustic
channel randomness for key extraction through theoretical analysis
and extensive experiments. We also have implemented FREE on
mobile devices, e.g., Nexus 7, MEIZU MX 6, Xiaomi 3. The results of
experiments show the high e�ciency and satisfactory robustness
of FREE. Compared with existing solutions for key establishment,
FREE has several advantages: First, FREE has signi�cantly higher
key generation rate, for a 512-bit cryptographic key, FREE only
needs two seconds to generate it; Second, FREE only requires o�-
the-shelf mobile devices like a smartphone; Third, FREE can resist
against certain attacks; Last, FREE works without disturbing nearby
people.
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